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Abstract. In the context of constructive synthesis we present a gene-
ral method for synthesis of seven versions of sorting algorithms and the
synthesis of some necessary auxiliary functions. We synthesize also new
algorithms like: Special Merge-Sort and Special Quick-Sort. The method
that we implemented in the Theorema system and the case studies pre-
sented in this paper complement the work from [8]. The synthesis process
is paralleled with the exploration of the appropriate theory of lists.

1 Introduction

Automated program synthesis is still a very challenging field, especially the sor-
ting algorithms. Our motivation in choosing this problem is that the user has
to describe only what the program should do (by giving the specification of the
problem) and not how the program should work (not writing the code of the
program).

Our approach to synthesis is proof based: we start from the specification
of the problem, expressed as a predicate P [X,T ], and we prove constructively
for every input X there exists a desired output T . Then the algorithm can be
extracted from the proof. In our approach, both the proof and the extraction
are automatic.

It is very interesting to find methods which can be applied such that from the
same specification one can derive different algorithms. For several methods that
have been investigated see [2]. In this paper we present a general method (known
paradigms, new strategies and new inference rules) from a logical point of view,
some concrete examples for obtaining different sorting algorithms derived from
the same specification and the synthesis of some necessary auxiliary functions.
In parallel with the process of proving we also explore the appropriate theory of
lists by introducing new notions in the knowledge base, compute with definitions
and prove (by the same new prover) all the propositions introduced.

The implementation of the new prover (synthesizer) and also the case studies
that we present in this paper are carried out in the frame of the Theorema system
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(www.theorema.org and e.g. [4]) which is implemented in Mathematica – see
[17]. For the systematic theory exploration in the Theorema system we follow
the model introduced in [3]. We use this system because it offers support for
theory exploration and the proofs of the propositions are generated in natural
style.

Outline: Section 2 describes the general method for synthesis by proving
which complements our previous work from [8]. In section 3 we describe some case
studies where from proofs we extract algorithms like: Selection-Sort, MinElem
(returns the minimum element from a list), min2 (returns the minimum of two
elements), dfo (deletes the first occurrence of an element from a list), Insertion-
Sort, Quick-Sort, LessXl (a list containing all the elements less or equal than an
element), GreaterXr (a list containing all the elements greater than an element),
Merge-Sort, a new Special Merge-Sort, Merge, Quick-Sort that takes the head of
the list to be the pivot, LessaXl, GreateraXr, Quick-Sort that takes the median
of the list to be the pivot and a Special Quick-Sort.

1.1 Related Work

Significant work has been done on the classification of sorting algorithms from
their synthesis. Our work is distinct because: it uses proof based synthesis, and
it shows how to automatize proving. Moreover, many of the papers cited below
use a simple predicate for the equivalence of lists (“two lists have the same
elements”), namely the one similar to sets, which does not work properly for
lists having repeated elements. The correct predicate corresponds to multisets
and is significantly more complex.

The synthesis of six versions of sorting algorithms is presented in [9]. They
introduce some of the knowledge base which they implement as inference rules
and the “Divide–and–Conquer” paradigm. By considering the splitting of the
input set into two sets which can have approximately equal size the authors
synthesize Quick-Sort and Merge-Sort. And by splitting into one set containing
one element and one set containing the rest of the set they synthesize Insertion-
Sort and Selection-Sort. They also derive Bubble-Sort and Sinking-Sort as “in-
place” versions of Selection-Sort and Insertion-Sort showing that the asymmetric
part from [6] can be symmetric as pointed in [1]. The “Element–Rest” paradigm
and the “Decompose–in–3” paradigm, that we present in section 2, can also be
viewed as instances of the the “Divide–and–Conquer” paradigm as Green and
Barstow do. But, we explicitly use this paradigms because we want to show
exactly the construction of the corresponding logical conjecture and how we can
proceed in each case by applying the new strategies and inference rules that we
introduce in this paper.

In [5] the authors present how they derive from the same specification of the
problem four versions of sorting algorithms: Merge-Sort, Quick-Sort, Insertion-
Sort, Selection-Sort. They apply similar transformation rules as in [6], but they
use first-order predicate logic notations. They show a symmetry between the
algorithms by deriving Insertion-Sort and Selection-Sort as instances of Merge-
Sort, respectively Quick-Sort. A part of the knowledge base that they use is
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similar with ours, but we use different strategies and different special transfor-
mation rules. By applying our method we obtain other sorting algorithms like:
Special Merge-Sort, versions of Quick-Sort.

The design of “Divide–and–conquer” algorithms and the synthesis of: Merge-
Sort, Insertion-Sort, Quick-Sort and Selection-Sort are presented in [15] and in
[16]. For the decomposition of the initial problem into subproblem specification
and for the composition of the synthesized programs the author use an abstract
program scheme. Our approach is different and it better supports the automation
of the synthesis process.

In [11] the author describes a survey of related work on classification of sorting
algorithms from their synthesis and he introduces a new derivation tree for more
sorting algorithms. The authors introduce the method (“the folding problem”,
strategies and techniques, see [13]) that is applied on sorting algorithms (see
[12] and [14]) in order to derive the classification tree from [11]. The main ideas
are to partition the input data (into three parts and into two parts by different
ways) or to transform the input data and then to partition it. Similar, we apply
the “Divide–and–Conquer” paradigm and the “Decompose–in–3” paradigm, but
our approach is different because we use different strategies and techniques for
synthesis.

2 Method

The Problem:
∀
X
∃
Y
P [X,Y ], where P [X,Y ] is a general problem.

We consider P [X,Y ] to be:

The Problem of Sorting: ∀
X
∃
Y

(X ≈ Y ∧ IsSorted[Y ])

where: X,Y are lists, “≈” is the predicate symbol denoting that X has the
same elements with Y , IsSorted is a predicate which states that a list is sorted.
For simplicity we consider that lists do not contain other lists, only elements.

From our experiments on synthesis by proving we obtain the following clas-
sification of sorting algorithms:

Find Find
Decomposition Composition

Element ^ Rest Selection-Sort Insertion-Sort

Divide-and-Conquer
Quick-Sort Merge-Sort
New Special Merge-Sort

Element ^ Divide-and-Conquer
Quick-Sort – [10]

New Special Quick-Sort

where “^” is the constructor of lists (adds an element at the beginning of a
list).

This classification is an extension of the one obtained in [5], a part is similar
with [9], additionally we derive the novel sorting algorithms (New Special Merge-
Sort, New Special Quick-Sort) and is not as big as the one obtained in [11].
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In our previous work [8] we started with the induction principle which can
serve as the definition of the domain of lists. We assume that the induction
principle comes together with the decomposition function and we have to find
the composition function. In this manner we obtain algorithms like: Merge-Sort,
Insertion-Sort. We also synthesize auxiliary functions like: Merge, Insertion.

In this paper we introduce a general method, strategies and special inference
rules which can be applied in order to synthesize all the algorithms from the
table above. We present, as case studies, the opposite situation when we know
the composition function and we want to find the decomposition function and
also the situation when both the decomposition and the composition functions
are unknown.

2.1 The Element–Rest paradigm

a
((

X
))

55

D C T

V
F // Z

55

The idea is to decompose the input list X into an element a and a the
remaining list V , sort the list V and then compose a and V such that the output
list T will be sorted. D and C are the unknown decomposition and composition
functions. F is the synthesized algorithm (e.g. F [V ] = Z, F [X] = T ).

We express this algorithm schemata as the following logical conjecture:

Proposition“Problem-1” .

∀
X
∃

a,V
∀
Z
∃
T

(
P [V,Z] =⇒ P [X,T ]

)
The sufficient condition for this to hold is that “≈” (the equivalence rela-

tion) to be kept during the decomposition, sort and composition process. In this
way we ensure that this functions do not loose elements. Please note that from
Proposition“Problem-1” we can derive some particular cases:

Special Case 1. If we know the composition function we take T = a ^ Z
and in order to find the decomposition function we prove:

Proposition“Problem-1-1” .

∀
X
∃

a,V
∀
Z

(
P [V,Z] =⇒ P [X, a ^ Z]

)
Special Case 2. If we know the decomposition function we take X = a ^ V

(where a is the head of the input list and V is the tail of the input list) and in
order to find the composition function we prove:

Proposition“Problem-1-2” .

∀
a,V
∀
Z
∃
T

(
P [V,Z] =⇒ P [a ^ V, T ]

)
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2.2 The Divide–and–Conquer paradigm

U
F // Y

))
X

))

55

D C T

V
F // Z

55

The idea is to decompose a list into two sublists, sort the two sublists and
then compose them such that the output list will be sorted. This is similar with
the description from [9].

We express this algorithm schemata as the following logical conjecture:

Proposition“Problem-2” .

∀
X
∃

U,V
∀

Y,Z
∃
T

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [X,T ]

)
Special case 1. If we know the composition function (“�”) we take T =

Y � Z and in order to find the decomposition function we prove:

Proposition“Problem-2-1” .

∀
X
∃

U,V
∀

Y,Z

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [X,Y � Z]

)
Special case 2. If we know the decomposition function we take X = U � V

and in order to find the composition function we prove:

Proposition“Problem-2-2” .

∀
U,V
∀

Y,Z
∃
T

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [U � V, T ]

)
Special case 3. When we consider the problem when one of the sublists in

which X is decomposed is already sorted:

IsSorted[U ]

))
X

++

33
D C T

V
F // Z

55

In this case we have to find the decomposition function which satisfies some con-
ditions and also the composition function. Therefore, the corresponding logical
conjecture is:

Proposition“Problem-2-3” .

∀
X
∃

U,V

(
X ≈ U � V ∧ IsSorted[U ] ∧ ∀

Z
∃
T

(
P [V,Z] =⇒ P [X,T ]

))
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2.3 Decompose in 3

a

  
U

F // Y
))

X

;;

))

55

D C T

V
F // Z

55

This is similar with the description from [11], but he decomposes the initial
list in three lists and then instantiate one of the three lists.

Case 1 Element–and–Divide-and-Conquer. This is the case when both de-
composition and composition functions are unknown. The corresponding logical
conjecture is:

Proposition“Problem-3” .

∀
X
∃

a,U,V

(
X ≈ a ^ U � V ∧ ∀

Y,Z
∃
T

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [X,T ]

))
Case 2 Head–and–Divide-and-Conquer. We take X = a ^ R, where a is the

head of the input list X and R is the tail of the list and prove:

Proposition“Problem-3-1” .

∀
a,R
∃

U,V

(
R ≈ U � V ∧ ∀

Y,Z
∃
T

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [a ^ R, T ]

))
Case 3 When we consider the problem when one of the sublists in which X

is decomposed is already sorted:

a

&&
IsSorted[U ]

++X

66

++

33
D C T

V
F // Z

33

In this case we have to find the decomposition function which satisfies some
conditions and also the composition function. Therefore, the corresponding lo-
gical conjecture is:

Proposition“Problem-3-2” .

∀
X
∃

a,U,V

(
a ^ X ≈ U � V ∧ IsSorted[U ] ∧ ∀

Z
∃
T

(
P [V,Z] =⇒ P [X,T ]

))
2.4 Strategies of Proving and Special Inference Rules

Known strategies:
S1. Elimination of quantifiers. Universally quantified variables become skolem

constants (arbitrary, but fixed) and existentially variables become meta-variables
for which we have to find a substitution term during the proof. E.g. if we have

to prove ∀
a,R
∃

U,V

(
R ≈ U � V ∧ ∀

Y,Z
∃
T

((
P [U, Y ] ∧ P [V,Z]

)
=⇒ P [a ^ R, T ]

))
,
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after we eliminate the quantifiers a0, R0, Y0, Z0 are skolem constants (arbitrary,
but fixed) and U∗, V ∗, T ∗ are meta-variables.

Note that all the variables are assumed to be introduced in the same order
of the quantifiers. Meta-variables can depend only on the variables introduced
before them. This is important for the soundness of the proof.

S2. Meta-variable in assumption. In the case when we have a meta-variable
in the assumption and during the proof we obtain a substitution for it then the
new assumption will be the old assumption where we apply the corresponding
substitution.

In order to prove the propositions introduced above we can apply the Prolog
style described in [8] or we can apply special strategies and inference rules which
we describe below. The disadvantages of applying the Prolog style are many:
the user has to provide many properties in the knowledge base, all the inference
rules have alternative branches (a backtracking mechanism is necessary), the
proof can take long time and in some cases the Prolog style does not succeed.

In order to make the proving process more efficient and to avoid the search
space explosion we use certain strategies and special inference rules.

New strategies:

S3. Local–Global assumptions. First we transform the goal (rewrite into sim-
pler formulae), then use local assumptions. These are ground formulae (with
no variables and no meta-variables) or assumptions that contain meta-variables
available only for the corresponding proposition that we prove. For e.g. if we
have to prove a formula f ⇒ g, then f is a local assumption. Then we try to
eliminate from the goal ground formulae that already exist in the assumptions.
Then we try to replace parts of the goal with equivalent formulae from the as-
sumptions. And after all this rules have been applied and the goal is simplified
we try to do matching with global assumptions. These are the definitions and the
propositions that the user provides and usually are quantified formulae. Then
proceed until the goal is an instance of a global assumption and we are done.

S4. Earlier failure. If some conjunct of the goal does not match any of our
assumptions, then the proof will fail. This is different from Prolog style where
we do matching only on the first conjunct of the goal. This strategy is efficient
because eliminates faster the useless branches.

S5. Group–formulae–in–assumptions. When we have a ground assumption
we can expand it using definitions or propositions from the knowledge base.

We can apply Modus Ponens in assumptions. If we know A⇒ B and A, then
we know B.

S6. Group–simple–formulae–in–goal. If during the proof on one branch we
obtain a conditional assumptions like: a0 ≤ b0 (or a0 = b0) and on other branch
we obtain a conditional assumption like b0 ≤ a0 (or a0 6= b0), then we can extract
the algorithm that will be defined for a0 ≤ b0 (or a0 = b0) and for b0 ≤ a0 (or
a0 6= b0).

S7. Literal–2–times. If in the goal we have formulae like: X0 ≈ a∗ ^ U∗ �
V ∗ ∧X0 ≈ T ∗, then we replace the equivalence part in the next conjunct of the
goal. The new goal is: X0 ≈ a∗ ^ U∗ � V ∗ ∧ a∗ ^ U∗ � V ∗ ≈ T ∗.
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If we have a goal of the form: R0 ≈ U∗ � V ∗∧a∗ ^ R0 ≈ T ∗ , then we apply
a rule based on subtraction of multisets and we replace the equivalent part in
the next conjunct of the goal and we obtain a new goal: R0 ≈ U∗ � V ∗ ∧ a∗ ^
U∗ � V ∗ ≈ T ∗

Special Inference Rules. These are safe transformation (rewriting) rules with
no alternatives. They are safe because if current proof situation is valid, then so
will also be the new proof situation.

R1. Transform–IsSorted. If some conjunct of the goal is of the form
IsSorted[list− expression], then it is transformed. We do not use explicitly the
types of the objects, but we use predicate and function symbols which cannot be
overloaded. E.g. “-” is the predicate symbol denoting that an element is smaller
than all the elements from a list, “�” is the predicate symbol denoting that all
the elements from a list are smaller than all the elements from other list, “4” is
the predicate symbol denoting that all the elements from a list are smaller than
one single element and “_” is a predicate symbol that adds an element at the
end of a list. Some examples of transformations:

IsSorted[a ^ A] is transformed into (a - A) ∧ IsSorted[A],
IsSorted[A � B] is transformed into IsSorted[A]∧ (A� B)∧ IsSorted[B],
IsSorted[a ^ (A � B)] into (a - A)∧IsSorted[A]∧(A� B)∧IsSorted[B],
IsSorted[(A � B) _ a] into IsSorted[A]∧(A� B)∧IsSorted[B]∧(B 4 a).
R2. Eliminate-Ground-Formulae-from-Goal. Search in the goal and if a ground

formula occurs in the ground assumptions, then eliminate it from the goal.
(E.g. in the assumption we have the formula IsSorted[Y0] and the goal is

(a0 ^ X0) ≈ Z∗ ∧ IsSorted[Y0] ∧ IsSorted[Z0], then the new goal is:
(a0 ^ X0) ≈ Z∗ ∧ IsSorted[Z0].

R3. Rewrite-Equiv-Goal. Rewrite goal of the form a ^ X ≈ Y � a ^ Z, or
a ^ X ≈ a ^ Y � Z, or a ^ X ≈ Y � Z _ a into X ≈ Y � Z.

R4. Replace-Equiv-Part-of-Goal. Some examples:
The goal is: X ≈ Y � Z, the assumption is: U ≈ Y , replace in the goal the

equivalent part and the new goal is: X ≈ U � Z;
The goal is: a ^ b ^ X ≈ A � B, the assumption is: a ^ X ≈ U � V ,

replace the equivalent part and the new goal is: b ^ U � V ≈ A � B. For this
example the rule is based on inclusion and subtraction of the multiset of symbols
of two expressions, see also [8].

R5. Replace-Equiv-Part-of-Special-Goal. When we have a special goal of the
form a - A and in the local assumption we have that C ≈ A, then the new goal
will be: a - C. Or if the goal is A 4 a and in the local assumption we have
A ≈ C, then the new goal will be: C 4 a. Or if the goal is A � B and in the
local assumption we have A ≈ C (or B ≈ D), then the new goal will be: C � B
(or A� D).

R6. Generate-Perm-for-1-witness. This rule is applied only after all the
transformation rules presented above have been applied. When some conjunct
of the goal is of the form a ^ A � B ≈ T ∗ we generate all the permutations of
a ^ A � B, namely: a ^ (A � B), (A � B) _ a, a ^ (B � A), (B � A) _ a,
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B � a ^ A and A � a ^ B. This rule generates an or node with six branches,
on each branch assigns the generated permutation as a substitution for T ∗ and
creates the new goal.

R7. Generate-Perm-for-2-witnesses. This rule is applied only after all the
transformation rules presented above have been applied. When some conjunct of
the goal is of the form a ^ A � B ≈ U∗ � V ∗ we generate all the permutations
of a ^ A � B with respect to the “�”, namely: (a ^ A) � B, (a ^ B) � A,
B � (a ^ A) and A � (a ^ B). Similarly with R6 on each branch assigns the
corresponding substitutions to the meta-variables U∗ and V ∗ and creates the
new goal.

R8. Reflexivity. This rule is applied after all the transformation rules pre-
sented above have been applied. When the goal is of the form a ^ A ≈ T ∗ ∧B
we take the substitution {T ∗ → a ^ A} and we proceed with the new goal
under the substitution.

R9. Simple-Goal-Conditional-Assumption. When we have to prove a unique
simple ground goal of the form: a0 ≤ b0, b0 ≤ a0, a0 = b0, a0 6= b0 which
cannot be proved or disproved it becomes the conditional assumption on the
corresponding branch.

3 Case Studies

In this section we describe in details the automatic proofs, synthesis and algo-
rithms extraction from proofs in the Theorema system.

We consider P to be the sorting problem and we apply the general method
presented in section 2. We apply also the Prolog style to some cases, for details
about this style of proving and some case studies see [7]. From the constructed
proofs we extract the corresponding algorithms. Because the algorithms contain
recursive calls, in order to ensure termination, we also need to add a base case.
So, as a convention in this paper we consider for all sorting algorithms the base
cases to be F [〈〉] = 〈〉 and ∀

a

(
F [a ^ 〈〉] = a ^ 〈〉

)
, where 〈〉 is the empty list and

a ^ 〈〉 is a list containing a single element. These base cases can be proved very
easy by our prover.

We test the correctness of the extracted algorithms by computing with it on
many examples.



Loading the files of the prover MYProverTM

Needs@"Theorema`"D
SetGlobals@TraceLevelö0D;
SetGlobals@FormatMetas Ø "Subscripted"D
Get@"Theorema`Provers`MYProverTM`Header`English "̀D
Get@"Theorema`Provers`MYProverTM`Prover "̀D
C:\Documents and Settings\ISABELA\Application Data\Mathematica\

Applications\TheoremaPrivate\Theorema\Provers\MYProverTM\Prover.m

Get@"Theorema`Provers`UserProvers`MYProverTM "̀D
C:\Documents and Settings\ISABELA\Application Data\Mathematica\

Applications\TheoremaPrivate\Theorema\Provers\UserProvers\MYProverTM.m

3.1 Synthesis of Selection-Sort Algorithm

The Proposition corresponding to section 2.1, Special case 1 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-1-1",

"
X

$
a,V

"
Z
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º a\Z fl IsSorted@a\ZDLLF

Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"º delME", any@XD,
X º MinElem@XD\delME@XDD

Proposition@"MinElem-2", any@XD,
MinElem@XD ƒ delME@XDD

Apply Prolog style

We have in the knowledge base also the following propositions:

Proposition@"º-1", any@a, X, Z, YD,
HY º Z flX º a\YLïHX º a\ZLD

Proposition@"ƒ Sorting", any@a, XD,
Ha ƒ X fl IsSorted@XDLïIsSorted@a\XDD

10



Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-1-1"D,
by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25, using Ø XProposition@"º-1"D,

Proposition@"º delME"D, Proposition@"MinElem-2"D, Proposition@"ƒ Sorting"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImplSS Ø True, ReplaceEquiv Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.656 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Selection-Sort-in-Prolog-style.nb (pages 32-33).

Apply Special Inference Rules

Instead of using propositions we apply some special inference rules.

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-1-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM,

SearchDepth Ø 25, using Ø XProposition@"º delME"D, Proposition@"MinElem-2"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImplSS Ø True, TransfGGoal2 Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True,

TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True, ReplaceEquiv Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.187 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Selection-Sort-SR.nb (pages 34-35).

The options that we use in order to prove the Proposition["Problem of Sorting-1-1"] are:

?TransfGGoal2

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will

rewrite a ground goal of the form IsSorted@a\AD into IsSorted@AD, aƒA

?TransformConcatGoal

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will split a ground

goal of the form: IsSorted@A^a\BD into IsSorted@AD, IsSorted@BD, Aƒa, aƒB

?TransfEquivConcatG1

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will rewrite a

goal of the form: X º Y^Z, under the assumption UºY, into proving: X º U^Z

?TransfEquivConcatG2

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will rewrite a

goal of the form: X º Y^Z, under the assumption VºZ, into proving: X º Y^V

?ReplaceEquiv

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will rewrite a

goal of the form: Y0ƒa0 under the assumption: U0ºY0 into proving: U0ƒa0

The Extracted Algorithm is:

11



AlgorithmFromProof@"ArbFEArbFImplSS", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F1@X\D=X\
F1@a\X\D=a\X\
F1@a\XD= MinElem@XD\F1@delME@XDD

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-1", any@a, XD,
F1@X\D = X\

F1@a\ X\D = a\ X\
F1@XD = MinElem@XD\F1@delME@XDD

F

We  also  need  the  definitions  for  MinElem  and  for  delME.  As  a  convention,  we  consider

delME[X]=dfo[MinElem[X],X].

DefinitionB"MinElem", any@a, XD,
MinElem@a\ X\D = a

MinElem@a\XD = min2@a, MinElem@XDDF

DefinitionB"min2", any@a, bD,
Hmin2@a, bD = bL › b § a

Hmin2@a, bD = aL F

Definition@"delME", any@XD,
delME@XD = dfo@MinElem@XD, XDD

DefinitionB"dfo", any@a, b, XD,
dfo@a, X\D = X\

dfo@a, a\XD = X

dfo@a, b\XD = b\dfo@a, XD
F

Test the algorithm and the definitions introduced:

Compute@F1@5\ H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD,
using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-1"D, Definition@"MinElem"D,

Definition@"min2"D, Definition@"delME"D, Definition@"dfo"D\D
1\ H2\ H3\ H5\ H8\ H10\ X\LLLLL

Compute@F1@5\ H3\ X\LD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-1"D,
Definition@"MinElem"D, Definition@"min2"D, Definition@"delME"D, Definition@"dfo"D\D

3\ H5\ X\L

12



Compute@delME@5\ H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD,
using Ø XDefinition@"MinElem"D, Definition@"min2"D, Definition@"delME"D, Definition@"dfo"D\D

5\ H3\ H8\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLL

Compute@MinElem@5\ H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD,
using Ø XDefinition@"MinElem"D, Definition@"min2"D, Definition@"delME"D, Definition@"dfo"D\D

1

3.1.1 Reduced Problem-1 (The Synthesis of MinElem)

This is the case when we do not know the function MinElem and we want to synthesize it.

"
X∫X\

 $
y

 : y 0 X Hy occurs in XL
y ƒ X Hy is smaller than all the elements fromXL

PropositionB"Reduced Problem-1-1",

"
X

$
y
HHy 0 XL fl y ƒ XLF

Knowledge Base: 

Proposition@"0-1", any@aD,
a 0 a\ X\D

Proposition@"ƒ-1", any@aD,
a ƒ a\ X\D

Proposition@"0-2", any@a, y, XD,
Hy 0 XLï Hmin2@a, yD 0 a\XLD

Proposition@"ƒ-2", any@a, y, XD,
Hy ƒ XLï Hmin2@a, yD ƒ a\XLD

Proving:

Prove@Proposition@"Reduced Problem-1-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 35,

using Ø XProposition@"0-1"D, Proposition@"ƒ-1"D, Proposition@"0-2"D, Proposition@"ƒ-2"D\,
TransformBy -> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptions Ø 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail4 Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.406 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Minimum-Element.nb (pages 36-37).
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? IndHeadTail4

Is an option, if set to True the prover will the induction

principle: H 
"
a

P@a\ X\D

"
a,X

HP@XDïP@a\XDLLï"
X
P@XD for synthesize the desired algorithm.

The Extracted Algorithm is:

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTail4Ind", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F2@a\X\D= a

F2@a\XD= min2@a, F2@XDD

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-2", any@a, b, XD,
F2@a\ X\D = a

F2@a\XD = min2@a, F2@XDDF

Compute@F2@3\ H5\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-2"D, Definition@"min2"D\D
1

Compute@F2@9\ H5\ H11\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-2"D, Definition@"min2"D\D
2

Compute@F2@2\ X\D, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-2"D, Definition@"min2"D\D
2

Reduced Problem-1-1-1 (The Synthesis of min2)

If we do not know the function min2, then we synthesize it.

PropositionB"Reduced Problem-1-1-1",

"
a,b

$
y
Hy § a fl y § bLF

Knowledge Base: 

Proposition@"Reflexivity §", any@aD,
a § aD

Proving:

14



Prove@Proposition@"Reduced Problem-1-1-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 35,

using Ø XProposition@"Reflexivity §"D\, ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFE Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.109 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-min2.nb (page 38).

The Extracted Algorithm is:

AlgorithmFromProof@"ArbFixedFAEX", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F3@a, bD= a, if a § b

b, if b § a

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-3", any@a, bD,
HF3@a, bD = aL › a § b

HF3@a, bD = bL F

Compute@F3@9, 5D, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-3"D\D
5

Compute@F3@3, 5D, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-3"D\D
3

3.1.2 Reduced Problem-2 (The Synthesis of dfo)

The Problem is:

PropositionB"Reduced Problem-1-2",

"
a,X

$
Y
HHa 0 XLïHX º a\YLLF

Knowledge Base: 

DefinitionB"0", any@a, b, XD,
a 3 X\

Ha = bLï Ha 0 b\XL
Ha ∫ b fl a 0 XLïHa 0 b\XL

F

Proposition@"Reflexivity", any@XD, X º XD
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Prove@Proposition@"Reduced Problem-1-2"D, by Ø MYProverTM,

SearchDepth Ø 35, using Ø XProposition@"Reflexivity"D, Definition@"0"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail7 Ø True, ImplInAssm Ø True,

TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG3 Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.485 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-dfo.nb (pages 39-40).

The Extracted Algorithm is:

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndHeadTail7", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F4@a, a\X\D= X\
F4@a, b\XD=X, if a=b

b\F4@a, XD, if a∫b

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-4", any@a, b, XD,
F4@a, a\ X\D = X\

HF4@a, b\XD = XL › Ha = bL
HF4@a, b\XD = b\F4@a, XDL › Ha ∫ bL

F

Compute@F4@5, H3\ H5\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-4"D\D
3\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLL

Compute@F4@5, H5\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-4"D\D
8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLL

Compute@F4@5, H3\ H5\ H1\ H10\ H2\ H5\ X\LLLLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-4"D\D
3\ H1\ H10\ H2\ H5\ X\LLLL

3.2 Synthesis of Insertion-Sort Algorithm

The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-1-2 from section 2.1, Special case 2 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-1-2",

"
a,V

"
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHa\V º T fl IsSorted@TDLLF

This proposition  corresponds to the induction step of the synthesis of Insertion-Sort algorithm

which is detailed in [7].
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3.3
Synthesis of Quick-Sort Algorithm 

-- Apply the "Divide-and-Conquer" paradigm --

The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-2-1 from section 2.2, Special case 1 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-1",

"
X

$
U,V

"
Y,Z

HHU º Y fl IsSorted@YD flV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º HY ^ ZL fl IsSorted@Y ^ ZDLLF

Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"º LessX GreaterX", any@XD,
X º HLessX@XD ^ GreaterX@XDLD

Proposition@"a LessX GreaterX", any@XD,
LessX@XD a GreaterX@XDD

Proving and Algorithm Extraction

Apply Special Inference Rules

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-2-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LessX GreaterX"D, Proposition@"a LessX GreaterX"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImpl Ø True, TransfGGoal2 Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True,

TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True, ReplaceEquiv Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.25 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Quick-Sort.nb (pages 41-42).

The Extracted Algorithm is:

AlgorithmFromProof@"ArbFEArbFImpl", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F5@X\D=X\
F5@a\X\D=a\X\
F5@XD= HF5@LessX@XDD ^ F5@GreaterX@XDDL

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm: (considering LessX[X]=LessaX[a,R],  where X=a\

R)

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D
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AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-5", any@a, XD,
F5@X\D = X\

F5@a\ X\D = a\ X\
F5@a\XD = F5@LessaX@a, XDD ^ F5@GreateraX@a, XDD

F

We also need the definitions for LessX and for GreaterX. 

DefinitionB"LessX", any@a, b, XD,
LessaX@a, X\D = X\

HLessaX@a, b\XD = b\LessaX@a, XDL › b § a

LessaX@a, b\XD = LessaX@a, XD
F

DefinitionB"GreaterX", any@a, b, XD,
GreateraX@a, X\D = a\ X\

HGreateraX@a, b\XD = GreateraX@a, XDL › b § a

GreateraX@a, b\XD = b\GreateraX@a, XD
F

DefinitionB"concatenation", any@a, X, YD,
X\ ^ X = X

X ^ X\ = X

Ha\XL ^ Y = Ha\ HX ^ YLL
F

We test the algorithm and the definitions introduced:

Compute@F5@5\ H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-5"D,
Definition@"LessX"D, Definition@"GreaterX"D, Definition@"concatenation"D\D

1\ H2\ H3\ H5\ H8\ H10\ X\LLLLL

Compute@LessaX@5, H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø XDefinition@"LessX"D\D
3\ H1\ H2\ X\LL

Compute@GreateraX@5, H3\ H8\ H1\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø XDefinition@"GreaterX"D\D
8\ H10\ H5\ X\LL

3.3.1 Reduced Problem-1 (The Synthesis of LessaX and GreateraX) 

PropositionB"Reduced Problem-2-1",

"
a,R

$
U,V

Ha\R º HU ^ VL fl HU ‚ aL fl Ha ƒ VLLF

Knowledge Base
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Proposition@"‚.1", any@aD,
X\ ‚ aD

Proposition@"ƒ.1", any@aD,
a ƒ a\ X\D

Proposition@"‚.2", any@a, b, UD,
Hb § a flU ‚ aLïHb\U ‚ aLD

Proposition@"ƒ.2", any@a, b, VD,
Ha § b fl a ƒ VLïHa ƒ b\VLD

Proving

Prove@Proposition@"Reduced Problem-2-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 35,

using Ø XProposition@"‚.1"D, Proposition@"ƒ.1"D, Proposition@"‚.2"D, Proposition@"ƒ.2"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail22 Ø True, TransfGGoal2 Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePerm2W Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.312 Second, failed<

Please see Proof-LessX-GreaterX.nb (pages 43-46).

The proof is failed, but we apply S6 and the conditional assumptions that we obtain during the

proof are sufficient for extracting the algorithm:

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndHeadTail22", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithms from the proof are:

F6@a, X\D=X\
F6@a, b\XD=b\F6@a, XD if b § a

F6@a, XD if a § b

F7@a, X\D=a\ X\
F7@a, b\XD=F7@a, XD if b § a

b\F7@a, XD if a § b

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithms:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-6", any@a, b, XD,
F6@a, X\D = X\

HF6@a, b\XD = b\F6@a, XDL › b § a

HF6@a, b\XD = F6@a, XDL
F
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AlgorithmB"Extract-Alg-7", any@a, b, XD,
F7@a, X\D = a\ X\

HF7@a, b\XD = F7@a, XDL › b § a

HF7@a, b\XD = b\F7@a, XDL
F

Compute@F6@4, 1\ H9\ H6\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLD, using Ø Algorithm@"Extracted-Alg-6"DD
1\ H2\ X\L

Compute@F7@4, 1\ H9\ H6\ H10\ H2\ X\LLLLD, using Ø Algorithm@"Extract-Alg-7"DD
9\ H6\ H10\ H4\ X\LLL

Compute@F6@4, 8\ H9\ H4\ H4\ H1\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø Algorithm@"Extracted-Alg-6"DD
4\ H4\ H1\ H2\ X\LLL

Compute@F7@4, 8\ H9\ H4\ H4\ H1\ H2\ X\LLLLLD, using Ø Algorithm@"Extract-Alg-7"DD
8\ H9\ H4\ X\LL

3.4 Synthesis of Merge-Sort Algorithm

The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-2-2 from section 2.2, Special case 2 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-2",

"
U,V

"
Y,Z

$
T
HHU º Y fl IsSorted@YD flV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHU ^ V º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLF

This  proposition  corresponds  to  the  induction  step  of  the  synthesis  of  Merge-Sort  algorithm

which is detailed in [7].

3.5 Synthesis of Special Merge-Sort Algorithm

The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-2-3 from section 2.2, Special case 3 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-3",

"
X

$
U,V

JX º HU ^ VLÌ IsSorted@UDÌ "
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNF

In order to prove the proposition above we can split  the proposition into the folowing proving

two propositions.

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-3-1",

"
X

$
U,V

HX º HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDLF
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After  proving  this  proposition  we  find  substitutions  for  U  and  V,  therefore  in  the  second

proposition they become universally quantified.

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-3-2",

"
X

"
U,V

JHX º HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDLï"
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNF

3.5.1 Reduced Problem-1 (The Synthesis of Decomposition) 

Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"º LeftXSl RestXr", any@XD,
X º HLeftXSl@XD ^ RestXr@XDLD

Proposition@"IsSorted LeftXSl", any@XD,
IsSorted@LeftXSl@XDDD

Prove

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-2-3-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LeftXSl RestXr"D, Proposition@"IsSorted LeftXSl"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ForAll1Exists2 Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.094 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Decomposition-for-Special-Merge-Sort.nb (page 47).

Compute:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

DefinitionB"LeftXS", any@a, b, U, XD,

LeftXS@X\, UD = U

LeftXS@a\ X\, X\D = LeftXS@X\, a\ X\D
LeftXS@a\ Hb\XL, X\D = LeftXS@b\X, a\ X\D

HLeftXS@a\X, UD = LeftXS@X, a\UDL › a § FirstElem@UD
HLeftXS@a\X, UD = LeftXS@X, U[ aDL › LastElem@UD § a

HLeftXS@a\X, UD = LeftXS@X, UDL

F
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DefinitionB"RestX", any@a, b, X, U, RD,

RestX@X\, U, RD = R

RestX@a\ X\, X\, X\D = RestX@X\, a\ X\, X\D
RestX@a\ Hb\XL, X\, X\D = RestX@b\X, a\ X\, X\D

HRestX@a\X, U, RD = RestX@X, a\U, RDL › a § FirstElem@UD
HRestX@a\X, U, RD = RestX@X, U[ a, RDL › LastElem@UD § a

HRestX@a\X, U, RD = RestX@X, U, a\RDL › HFirstElem@UD § a fi a § LastElem@UDL

F

We also use the following definitions:

DefinitionB"adding at the end", any@a, b, XD,
HX\[b = b\ X\L

HHa\XL[bL = Ha\ HX[bLLF

DefinitionB"LastElem", any@a, b, XD,
LastElem@a\ X\D = a

LastElem@a\XD = LastElem@XDF

DefinitionB"FirstElem", any@a, b, XD,
FirstElem@a\ X\D = a

FirstElem@a\XD = a
F

Compute:

Compute@LeftXS@H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLL, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"LeftXS"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
3\ H5\ H8\ X\LL

Compute@RestX@H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLL, X\, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"RestX"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
7\ X\

3.5.2
Reduced Problem-2 (The Synthesis of Composition) corresponding to 

The Synthesis of function Merge

Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"concat equiv Merge", any@U, ZD,
HU ^ ZL º Merge@U, ZDD

Proposition@"Merge 1", any@V, ZD,
HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@ZDLïIsSorted@Merge@V, ZDDD
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Scenario 1 (use Knowledge Base)

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-2-3-2"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"concat equiv Merge"D, Proposition@"Merge 1"D\, TransformBy -> ProofSimplifier,

TransformerOptions Ø 8branches -> Proved<, ProverOptions Ø 8ForAll1Exists2 Ø True,

TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransformConcatGoal Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.235 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Composition-for-Special-Merge-Sort.nb (page 48).

AlgorithmFromProof@"ForAll1Exists2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F8@X\D=X\
F8@a\X\D=a\X\
F8@ X D=Merge@LeftXSl@XD, F8@RestXr@XDDD

where LeftXSl[X]=LeftXS[X,X\] and RestXr[X]=RestX[X,X\,X\] .

We Compute with the extracted algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-8", any@a, b, XD,
F8@X\D = X\

F8@a\ X\D = a\ X\
F8@XD = Merge@LeftXSl@XD, F8@RestXr@XDDD

F

Definition@"LeftXSl", any@XD,
LeftXSl@XD = LeftXS@X, X\DD

Definition@"RestXr", any@XD,
RestXr@XD = RestX@X, X\, X\DD

We also need the definition for function Merge:

DefinitionA"Merge", any@a, b, A, BD,
Merge@X\, X\D = X\
Merge@A, X\D = A

Merge@X\, BD = B

HMerge@a\A, b\BD = a\Merge@A, b\BDL › a § b

HMerge@a\A, b\BD = b\Merge@a\A, BDL › b § a

E
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Compute@F8@H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLLD,
using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-8"D, Definition@"LeftXSl"D, Definition@"RestXr"D,

Definition@"Merge"D, Definition@"LeftXS"D, Definition@"RestX"D,
Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D

3\ H5\ H7\ H8\ X\LLL

Compute@Merge@H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLL, 2\ H4\ X\LD, using Ø XDefinition@"Merge"D\D
2\ H4\ H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLLL

Scenario 2 (If we do not have the properties in the knowledge base, then we reduce our prob-

lem into proving:)

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-2-3-3",

"
U,V

$
T
HHIsSorted@UD fl IsSorted@ZDLïHHU ^ ZL º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLF

This problem corresponds to the synthesis of function Merge which is detailed in [7].

3.6
Synthesis of Quick-Sort Algorithm 

-- Apply the "Decompose in 3" paradigm --

3.6.1
The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-3 from section 2.3 

Case 1 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3",

"
X

$
a,U,V

JX º a\ HU ^ VLÌ J "
Y,Z

$
T
HU º Y fl IsSorted@YD flV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º Tfl IsSorted@TDLNNF

Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"º LessaX GreateraX", any@a, XD,
X º a\ HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLD

Proposition@"‚ LessaX", any@a, XD,
LessaX@a, XD ‚ aD

Proposition@"ƒ GreateraX", any@a, XD,
a ƒ GreateraX@a, XDD

Prove 
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Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LessaX GreateraX"D, Proposition@"‚ LessaX"D, Proposition@"ƒ GreateraX"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImpl Ø True, Literal2TimesØ True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePermW Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

817.828 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Quick-Sort-3.nb (pages 49-61)

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LessaX GreateraX"D, Proposition@"‚ LessaX"D, Proposition@"ƒ GreateraX"D\,
TransformBy -> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptions Ø 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImpl Ø True, Literal2TimesØ True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePermW Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

825.297 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Quick-Sort-3-Simplified.nb (pages 62-63).

Here  if  we  consider  different  algorithms  for  finding  the  pivot  a,  for  e.g.  HeadOf[X]=a  or

MedianOf[X]=a, then we obtain 2 versions of Quick-Sort.

3.6.2
The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-3-1 from section 2.3 

Case 2 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3-1",

"
a,R

$
U,V

JR º HU ^ VLÌ J "
Y,Z

$
T
HHU º Y fl IsSorted@YD flV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHa\R º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNNF

Scenario 1. We have in the knowledge base: 

Proposition@"º LessaX GreateraX a", any@a, XD,
X º HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLD

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LessaX GreateraX a"D, Proposition@"‚ LessaX"D, Proposition@"ƒ GreateraX"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImplQ Ø True, Literal2Times Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePermW Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

827.141 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Quick-Sort-3-1.nb (pages 64-76).
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Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LessaX GreateraX a"D, Proposition@"‚ LessaX"D, Proposition@"ƒ GreateraX"D\,
TransformBy -> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptions Ø 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImplQ Ø True, Literal2Times Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePermW Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

815.859 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Quick-Sort-3-1-Simplified.nb (pages 77-78).

AlgorithmFromProof@"ArbFEArbFImplQ", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F10@X\D=X\
F10@a\X\D=a\X\
F10@a\RD=F10@LessaX@a, RDD ^ a\F10@GreateraX@a, RDD

We Compute with the Extracted Algorithm:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-10", any@a, RD,
F10@X\D = X\

F10@a\ X\D = a\ X\
F10@a\RD = F10@LessaX@a, RDD ^ a\F10@GreateraX@a, RDD

F

We also need the definitions for LessaX and GreateraX.

DefinitionB"LessaX", any@a, b, XD,
LessaX@a, X\D = X\

HLessaX@a, b\XD = b\LessaX@a, XDL › b § a

HLessaX@a, b\XD = LessaX@a, XDL › a § b

F

DefinitionB"GreateraX", any@a, b, XD,
GreateraX@a, X\D = X\

HGreateraX@a, b\XD = GreateraX@a, XDL › b § a

HGreateraX@a, b\XD = b\GreateraX@a, XDL › a § b

F

Compute@F10@H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-10"D,
Definition@"LessaX"D, Definition@"GreateraX"D, Definition@"concatenation"D\D

3\ H5\ H7\ H8\ X\LLL

Compute@LessaX@5, H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-10"D,
Definition@"LessaX"D, Definition@"GreateraX"D, Definition@"concatenation"D\D

5\ H3\ X\L
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Compute@GreateraX@5, H5\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLLD, using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-10"D,
Definition@"LessaX"D, Definition@"GreateraX"D, Definition@"concatenation"D\D

8\ H7\ X\L

Scenario  2.  We  do  not  have  properties  and  definitions  in  the  knowledge  base.   Reduced

Problem-3-1-6

In this case we reduce our problem into proving the 6 reduced problems each corresponding to

a branch of the permutation generation. We present only the following reduced problem:

PropositionB"Reduced Problem-3-1-6",

"
a,R

$
U,V

HHR º HU ^ VLL fl HU ‚ aL fl Ha ƒ VLLF

Knowledge base:

Proposition@"ƒ.3", any@aD,
a ƒ X\D

Proposition@"º.1", X\ º X\D
Proposition@"Reflexivity", any@XD, X º XD

DefinitionB"concatenation", any@a, X, YD,
X\ ^ X = X

X ^ X\ = X

Ha\XL ^ Y = Ha\ HX ^ YLL
F

Proposition@"‚.2", any@a, b, UD,
Hb § a flU ‚ aLïHb\U ‚ aLD

Proposition@"ƒ.2", any@a, b, VD,
Ha § b fl a ƒ VLïHa ƒ b\VLD

? IndHeadTail22

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will use the Head-Tail induction

principle: H
"
a

P@a, X\D

"
a,b,X

HP@a, XDïP@a, b\XDLLï "
a,X

P@a,XD for synthesize the desired Algorithm.
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Prove@Proposition@"Reduced Problem-3-1-6"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"‚.1"D, Proposition@"ƒ.3"D, Definition@"concatenation"D,
Proposition@"Reflexivity"D, Proposition@"‚.2"D, Proposition@"ƒ.2"D\,

ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail22 Ø True, GeneratePerm2W Ø True, Literal2Times Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True,

TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True, ReplaceEquiv Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.235 Second, failed<

Please see Proof-Reduced-Problem-3-1-6.nb (pages 79-81). 

The proof is failed, but we apply S6 and we can extract the algorithms LessaX and GreateraX.

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndHeadTail22-2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithms from the proof are:

F11@a, X\D=X\
F11@a, b\XD=b\F11@a, XD if b § a

F11@a, XD if a § b

F12@a, X\D=X\
F12@a, b\XD=F12@a, XD if b § a

b\F12@a, XD if a § b

Please  see  below  the  computing  with  these  algorithms  corresponding  to   LessaX  and  to

GreateraX.

3.7
Synthesis of Special Quick-Sort- Algorithm 

-- Apply the "Decompose in 3" paradigm --

The Proposition corresponding to the Problem-3-2 from section 2.3 Case 3 is:

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3-2",

"
X

$
a,U,V

JX º a\ HU ^ VLÌ IsSorted@UDÌ J"
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHX º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNNF

A particular case: is when we consider X: a\R

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3-2-1",

"
a,R

$
U,V

JR º HU ^ VLÌ IsSorted@UDÌ J"
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLïHa\R º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNNF

Similar with Special Merge-Sort we split this problem into proving two problems:
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PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-1",

"
R

$
U,V

HR º HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDLF

and

PropositionB"Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-2",

"
a,R

"
U,V

JHR º HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDLï J"
Z

$
T
HHV º Z fl IsSorted@ZDLï Ha\R º Tfl IsSorted@TDLLNNF

3.7.1 Reduced Problem-1 (The Synthesis of Decomposition) 

Knowledge base:

Proposition@"º LeftaXSl RestaXr", any@a, RD,
R º HLeftaXSl@a, RD ^ RestaXr@a, RDLD

Proposition@"IsSorted LeftaXSl", any@a, RD,
IsSorted@LeftaXSl@a, RDDD

where LeftaXSl[a,R]=LeftaXS[a,R,X\] and RestaXr[a,R]=RestaX[a,R,X\,X\].
Proposition@"ƒ RestaXr", any@a, XD,
a ƒ RestaXr@a, XDD

Proposition@"‚ LeftaXSl", any@a, XD,
LeftaXSl@a, XD ‚ aD

This  is similar  with the synthesis of decomposition from Special  Merge-Sort, just  that  we use

different knowledge base.

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-1"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"º LeftaXSl RestaXr"D, Proposition@"IsSorted LeftaXSl"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ForAll1Exists2 Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.125 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Decomposition-3.nb (page 82).

3.7.2 Reduced Problem-2 (The Synthesis of Composition) 

Becausewe already obtain substitutions for U* and for V*, namelyLeftaXSl@a0, R0D,
respectivelyRestaXr@a0, R0D, Proposition@ƒ RestaXrD and Proposition@‚ LeftaXSlD become :
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Proposition@"ƒ RestaXr-a-V",

•fix@a, 0D ƒ •fix@V, 0DD
Proposition@"‚ LeftaXSl-a-U",

•fix@U, 0D ‚ •fix@a, 0DD

Prove:

Prove@Proposition@"Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-2"D, by Ø MYProverTM, SearchDepth Ø 25,

using Ø XProposition@"ƒ RestaXr-a-V"D, Proposition@"‚ LeftaXSl-a-U"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8ArbFEArbFImplQB Ø True, Literal2Times Ø True,

TransformConcatGoal Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG1 Ø True, TransfEquivConcatG2 Ø True,

ReplaceEquiv Ø True, GeneratePermW Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.906 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Composition-for-Special-Quick-Sort-3.nb (pages 83-87).

AlgorithmFromProof@"ArbFEArbFImplQB", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F13@X\D=X\
F13@a\X\D=a\X\
F13@a\RD=LeftaXSl@a, RD ^ a\F13@RestaXr@a, RDD

We compute with the algorithms:

Use@XBuilt–in@"Connectives"D, Built–in@"Numbers"D\D

AlgorithmB"Extracted-Alg-13", any@a, RD,
F13@X\D = X\

F13@a\ X\D = a\ X\
F13@a\RD = LeftaXSl@a, RD ^ a\F13@RestaXr@a, RDD

F

DefinitionB"LeftaXS", any@a, b, X, UD,

LeftaXS@a, X\, UD = U

HLeftaXS@a, Hb\XL, X\D = LeftaXS@a, X, X\DL › a  b

HLeftaXS@a, Hb\XL, X\D = LeftaXS@a, X, b\ X\DL › b § a

HLeftaXS@a, b\X, UD = LeftaXS@a, X, b\UDL › Hb § a fl b § FirstElem@UDL
HLeftaXS@a, b\X, UD = LeftaXS@a, X, U[bDL › Hb § a fl LastElem@UD § bL

HLeftaXS@a, b\X, UD = LeftaXS@a, X, UDL

F

DefinitionA"RestaX", any@a, b, X, U, RD,
RestaX@a, X\, U, RD = R

HRestaX@a, b\X, U, RD = RestaX@a, X, U, b\RDL › a  b

HRestaX@a, b\X, U, RD = RestaX@a, X, U, b\RDL › Hb § a fl FirstElem@UD § b fl b  LastElem@UDL
HRestaX@a, b\X, U, RD = RestaX@a, X, U, RDL

E
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Definition@"LeftaXSl", any@a, RD,
LeftaXSl@a, RD = LeftaXS@a, R, X\DD

Definition@"RestaXr", any@a, RD,
RestaXr@a, RD = RestaX@a, R, X\, X\DD

Compute@F13@3\ H7\ H5\ H2\ H1\ H3\ H0\ H8\ X\LLLLLLLD,
using Ø XAlgorithm@"Extracted-Alg-13"D, Definition@"LeftaXSl"D, Definition@"LeftaXS"D,

Definition@"RestaXr"D, Definition@"RestaX"D, Definition@"LastElem"D,
Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D, Definition@"concatenation"D\D

0\ H1\ H2\ H3\ H3\ H5\ H7\ H8\ X\LLLLLLL

Compute@LeftaXS@3, H7\ H5\ H2\ H1\ H3\ H0\ H8\ X\LLLLLLL, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"LeftaXS"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
0\ H1\ H2\ H3\ X\LLL

Compute@LeftaXS@3, H2\ H5\ H2\ H1\ H3\ H0\ H8\ X\LLLLLLL, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"LeftaXS"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
0\ H1\ H2\ H2\ H3\ X\LLLL

Compute@RestaX@3, H2\ H5\ H2\ H1\ H3\ H0\ H8\ X\LLLLLLL, X\, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"RestaX"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
8\ H5\ X\L

Compute@RestaX@7, H3\ H3\ H8\ H7\ X\LLLL, X\, X\D, using Ø

XDefinition@"RestaX"D, Definition@"LastElem"D, Definition@"FirstElem"D, Definition@"adding at the end"D\D
8\ X\
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-1-1)) ∀
X

∃
a,V

∀
Z

HV ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ a \ Z fl IsSorted@a \ ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º-1)) ∀
a,X,Z,Y

HY ≈ Z fl X ≈ a \ Y ⇒ X ≈ a \ ZL,

(Proposition (º delME)) ∀
X

HX ≈ MinElem@XD \ delME@XDL,

(Proposition (MinElem-2)) ∀
X

HMinElem@XD É delME@XDL,

(Proposition (ƒ Sorting)) ∀
a,X

Ha É X fl IsSorted@XD ⇒ IsSorted@a \ XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-1-1)) We assume 

(1) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(2) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and prove: 

(3) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ Z0 fl IsSorted@a0

∗ \ Z0D

Since the formula (Proposition (º-1)) matches the goal (3) (substitution 8X Ø X0, a Ø a0
* , Z Ø Z0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (3) by (Proposition (º-1)) using substitution 8X Ø X0, a Ø a0
*, Z Ø Z0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(4) Y0
∗ ≈ Z0 fl X0 ≈ a0

∗ \ Y0
∗ fl IsSorted@a0

∗ \ Z0D .

Since the formula (1) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8V0
* Ø Y0

*<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (4) by (1) using substitution 8V0
* Ø Y0

*<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ Y0

∗ fl IsSorted@a0
∗ \ Z0D .

Since the formula (Proposition (º delME)) matches the goal (5) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, a0
* ØMinElem@X0D, Y0

* Ø delME@X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

Proof-Selection-Sort-in-Prolog-style.nb
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In order to prove (5), by (Proposition (º delME)) using substitution 8X Ø X0, a0
* ØMinElem@X0D, Y0

* Ø delME@X0D<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(6) IsSorted@MinElem@X0D\ Z0D .

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ Sorting)) matches the goal (6) (substitution 8a ØMinElem@X0D, X Ø Z0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (6) by (Proposition (ƒ Sorting)) using substitution 8aØMinElem@X0D, X Ø Z0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) MinElem@X0D É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (8) becomes: 

(9) MinElem@X0D É Z0 .

 Because the goal  (9) matches the assumption (1) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (9) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(10) MinElem@X0D É V0
∗ .

Matching (10) with (Proposition (MinElem-2)) we can find the witness 8X Ø X0, V0
* Ø delME@X0D< and we are done. 

á

Proof-Selection-Sort-in-Prolog-style.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-1-1)) ∀
X

∃
a,V

∀
Z

HV ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ a \ Z fl IsSorted@a \ ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º delME)) ∀
X

HX ≈ MinElem@XD \ delME@XDL,

(Proposition (MinElem-2)) ∀
X

HMinElem@XD É delME@XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-1-1)) We assume 

(1) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(2) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and prove: 

(3) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ Z0 fl IsSorted@a0

∗ \ Z0D

We transform our goal (3) into proving: 

(4) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ Z0 fl a0

∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (4) becomes: 

(5) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ Z0 fl a0

∗ É Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (5) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(6) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ V0

∗ fl a0
∗ É Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (6) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(7) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ V0

∗ fl a0
∗ É V0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º delME)) matches the goal (7) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, a0
* ØMinElem@X0D, V0

* Ø delME@X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (º delME)) using substitution 8X Ø X0, a0
* ØMinElem@X0D, V0

* Ø delME@X0D<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

Proof-Selection-Sort-SR.nb
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(8) MinElem@X0D É delME@X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) delME@X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal (8) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (MinElem-2)) so we are done.

á

Proof-Selection-Sort-SR.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-1)) ∀
X
∃
y
Hy 0 X fl y É XL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (0-1)) ∀
a
Ha 0 a\ X\L,

(Proposition (ƒ-1)) ∀
a
Ha É a\ X\L,

(Proposition (0-2)) ∀
a,y,X

Hy 0 X ⇒ min2@a, yD 0 a \ XL,

(Proposition (ƒ-2)) ∀
a,y,X

Hy É X ⇒ min2@a, yD É a \ XL.

We prove (Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-1)) by Induction on 8X <. 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) y0
∗ 0 a0 \ X\ fl y0

∗ É a0 \ X\ .

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (0-1)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, y0
* Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) a0 É a0 \ X\ .

Goal (5) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ-1)) so we are done.

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) y1 0 X0,

(3) y1 É X0,

 and find witness such that: 

(4) y0
∗ 0 a0 \ X0 fl y0

∗ É a0 \ X0

In order to prove (4) by (Proposition (0-2)) using substitution 8y0
* Ø min2@a0, y2

*D, a Ø a0, X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(7) y2
∗ 0 X0 fl min2@a0, y2

∗D É a0 \ X0 .

In order to prove (7) by (2) using substitution 8y2
* Ø y1<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) min2@a0, y1D É a0 \ X0 .

Proof-Minimum-Element.nb
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In order to prove (8) by (Proposition (ƒ-2)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, yØ y1, X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(9) y1 É X0 .

Formula (9) is true because it is identical to (3).

á

Proof-Minimum-Element.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-1-1)) ∀
a,b

∃
y
Hy ≤ a fl y ≤ bL,

under the assumption:

(Proposition (Reflexivity §)) ∀
a
Ha ≤ aL.

We take all the universally quantified variables arbitrary, but fixed from (Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-1-1)) and we 

have to prove: 

(1) y10
∗
≤ a20 Ï y10

∗
≤ b30

We can unify the formula (1) with (Proposition (Reflexivity §)) and we try to prove separately: 

1. We obtain the substitution 8a Ø a20, y10
*
Ø a20< and we have to prove: 

(2) a20 ≤ b30 .

 When we reach a goal like (2) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

2. We obtain the substitution 8a Ø b30, y10
*
Ø b30< and we have to prove: 

(3) b30 ≤ a20 .

 When we reach a goal like (3) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

á

Proof-min2.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-2)) ∀
a,X

∃
Y

Ha 0 X ⇒ X ≈ a \ YL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (Reflexivity)) ∀
X

HX ≈ XL,

(Definition (0-3): 1) ∀
a

Ha 3 X\L,

(Definition (0-3): 2) ∀
a,b,X

HHa = bL ⇒ a 0 b \ XL,

(Definition (0-3): 3) ∀
a,b,X

Ha ≠ b fl a 0 X ⇒ a 0 b \ XL.

We prove (Proposition (Reduced Problem-1-2)) by Induction on 8X <. 

1. Induction Base: We assume 

(1) a0 0 a0 \ X\,

 and have to prove 

(2) a0 \ X\ ≈ a0 \ Y0
∗ .

Matching (2) with (Proposition (Reflexivity)) we can find the witness 8X Ø a0 \ X\, Y0
* Ø X\< and we are done. 

2 Induction Step: We assume 

(3) a0 0 X0 ⇒ X0 ≈ a0 \ Y1,

(4) a0 0 b0 \ X0,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) b0 \ X0 ≈ a0 \ Y0
∗

 We expand our assumption  (4) by matching with (Definition (0-3): 2) and (Definition (0-3): 3) we obtain two cases: 

 Case 1:  we obtain the substitution 8a Ø a0, bØ b0, X Ø X0< and the new assumption is: 

(4) a0 = b0,

We rewrite the formula (5) using  (4) and we obtain a new goal: 

(6) b0 \ X0 ≈ b0 \ Y0
∗ . 

Matching (6) with (Proposition (Reflexivity)) we can find the witness 8X Ø b0 \ X0, Y0
* Ø X0< and we are done. 

Proof-dfo.nb
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 Case 2:  we obtain the substitution 8a Ø a0, bØ b0, X Ø X0< and the new assumption is: 

(4) a0 ≠ b0 fl a0 0 X0,

We split the conjunction (4) into its individual conjuncts:

(4.1) a0 ≠ b0,

(4.2) a0 0 X0,

We apply Modus Ponens on (3) and on (4.2) and the new assumption is: 

(7) X0 ≈ a0 \ Y1,

 In order to prove  (5) using (7) it suffices to prove: 

(8) b0 \ Ha0 \ Y1L ≈ a0 \ Y0
∗ .

We rewrite our goal (8)into proving: 

(9) b0 \ Y1 ≈ Y0
∗ . 

Matching (9) with (Proposition (Reflexivity)) we can find the witness 8X Ø b0 \Y1, Y0
* Ø b0 \Y1< and we are done. 

á

Proof-dfo.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-1))

∀
X

∃
U,V

∀
Y,Z

HU ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YD fl V ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ HY ^ ZL fl IsSorted@Y ^ ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LessX GreaterX)) ∀
X

HX ≈ HLessX@XD ^ GreaterX@XDLL,

(Proposition (a LessX GreaterX)) ∀
X

HLessX@XD a GreaterX@XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-1)) We assume 

(1) U0
∗ ≈ Y0,

(2) IsSorted@Y0D,

(3) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and prove: 

(5) X0 ≈ HY0 ^ Z0L fl IsSorted@Y0 ^ Z0D

We transform our goal (5) into proving: 

(6) X0 ≈ HY0 ^ Z0L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (6) becomes: 

(7) X0 ≈ HY0 ^ Z0L fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (7) becomes: 

(8) X0 ≈ HY0 ^ Z0L fl Y0 a Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (8) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(9) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ Z0L fl Y0 a Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (9) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(10) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 a Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (10) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

Proof-Quick-Sort.nb
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(11) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ a Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (11) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(12) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ a V0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessX GreaterX)) matches the goal (12) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LessX@X0D, V0

* Ø GreaterX@X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (12), by (Proposition (º LessX GreaterX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LessX@X0D, V0

* Ø GreaterX@X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(13) LessX@X0D a GreaterX@X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessX@X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreaterX@X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal (13) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (a LessX GreaterX)) so we are done.

á

Proof-Quick-Sort.nb
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Prove:

(Proposition (Reduced Problem-2-1)) ∀
a,R

∃
U,V

Ha \ R ≈ HU ^ VL fl U Ç a fl a É VL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (‚.1)) ∀
a

HX\ Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ.1)) ∀
a

Ha É a \ X\L,

(Proposition (‚.2)) ∀
a,b,U

Hb ≤ a fl U Ç a ⇒ b \ U Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ.2)) ∀
a,b,V

Ha ≤ b fl a É V ⇒ a É b \ VL.

We prove (Proposition (Reduced Problem-2-1)) by Induction on R. 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) a0 \ X\ ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witnesses and we transform our goal (1) 

into proving individualy: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 Case 1: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø a0 \ X\< and 8V0

* Ø X\< and we try to prove: 

(6) a0 \ X\ Ç a0 fl a0 É X\ .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.2)) matches the goal (6) (substitution 8b Ø a0, U Ø X\, aØ a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (6) by (Proposition (‚.2)) using substitution 8b Ø a0, U Ø X\, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) a0 ≤ a0 fl X\ Ç a0 fl a0 É X\ .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.1)) matches the goal (8) (substitution 8a Ø a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (8), by (Proposition (‚.1)) using substitution 8a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(9) a0 ≤ a0 fl a0 É X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!
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Alternative proof 2: proved

 Case 2: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø X\< and 8V0

* Ø a0 \ X\< and we try to prove: 

(7) X\ Ç a0 fl a0 É a0 \ X\ .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.1)) matches the goal (7) (substitution 8a Ø a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (‚.1)) using substitution 8a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(11) a0 É a0 \ X\ .

Goal (11) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ.1)) so we are done.

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) a0 \ R0 ≈ HU1 ^ V1L,

(3) U1 Ç a0,

(4) a0 É V1,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) a0 \ Hb0 \ R0L ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ . 

 In order to prove  (5) using (2) it suffices to prove: 

(13) b0 \ HU1 ^ V1L ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witnesses and we transform our goal 

(13) into proving individualy: 

 Case 1: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø b0 \U1< and 8V0

* Ø V1< and we try to prove: 

(14) b0 \ U1 Ç a0 fl a0 É V1 .

 By (4) our goal (14) becomes: 

(18) b0 \ U1 Ç a0 .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.2)) matches the goal (18) (substitution 8b Ø b0, U Ø U1, a Ø a0<) we try two alternatives: 
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Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (18) by (Proposition (‚.2)) using substitution 8bØ b0, U Ø U1, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(19) b0 ≤ a0 fl U1 Ç a0 .

 By (3) our goal (19) becomes: 

(20) b0 ≤ a0 .

 When we reach a goal like (20) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

 Case 2: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø U1< and 8V0

* Ø b0 \V1< and we try to prove: 

(15) U1 Ç a0 fl a0 É b0 \ V1 .

The first conjunct of (15) is identical with our assumption (3) so our new goal is: 

(21) a0 É b0 \ V1 .

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ.2)) matches the goal (21) (substitution 8a Ø a0, b Ø b0, V Ø V1<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (21) by (Proposition (ƒ.2)) using substitution 8aØ a0, b Ø b0, V Ø V1<, it is sufficient to prove:

(22) a0 ≤ b0 fl a0 É V1 .

 By (4) our goal (22) becomes: 

(23) a0 ≤ b0 .

 When we reach a goal like (23) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

 Case 3: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø b0 \V1< and 8V0

* Ø U1< and we try to prove: 

(16) b0 \ V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É U1 .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.2)) matches the goal (16) (substitution 8b Ø b0, U Ø V1, aØ a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (16) by (Proposition (‚.2)) using substitution 8bØ b0, U Ø V1, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(24) b0 ≤ a0 fl V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É U1 .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!
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Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

 Case 4: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø V1< and 8V0

* Ø b0 \U1< and we try to prove: 

(17) V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É b0 \ U1 .

Pending proof of (17).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-3-1)) ∀
X

∃
U,V

HX ≈ HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LeftXSl RestXr)) ∀
X

HX ≈ HLeftXSl@XD ^ RestXr@XDLL,

(Proposition (IsSorted LeftXSl)) ∀
X

IsSorted@LeftXSl@XDD.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-3-1)). We eliminate the quantifiers and we have to find witnesses such that: 

(1) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@U0
∗D

Since the formula (Proposition (º LeftXSl RestXr)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LeftXSl@X0D, V0

* Ø RestXr@X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (º LeftXSl RestXr)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LeftXSl@X0D, V0

* Ø RestXr@X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(2) IsSorted@LeftXSl@X0DD .

Goal (2) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (IsSorted LeftXSl)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-3-2))

∀
X

∀
U,V

IX ≈ HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UD ⇒ ∀
Z

∃
T

HV ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLM,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (concat equiv Merge)) ∀
U,Z

HHU ^ ZL ≈ Merge@U, ZDL,

(Proposition (Merge 1)) ∀
V,Z

HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ IsSorted@Merge@V, ZDDL.

We eliminate the quantifiers from (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-2-3-2)) . We assume: 

(1) X0 ≈ HU0 ^ V0L,

(2) IsSorted@U0D,

(3) V0 ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) X0 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D . 

 In order to prove  (5) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(6) HU0 ^ V0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

We rewrite our goal (6) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(7) HU0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D . 

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (concat equiv Merge)) using substitution 8U Ø U0, Z Ø Z0, T0
* ØMerge@U0, Z0D<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(8) IsSorted@Merge@U0, Z0DD .

In order to prove (8) by (Proposition (Merge 1)) using substitution 8V Ø U0, Z Ø Z0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) IsSorted@U0D fl IsSorted@Z0D .

The first conjunct of (10) is identical with our assumption (2) so our new goal is: 

(11) IsSorted@Z0D .

Formula (11) is true because it is identical to (4).
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3))

∀
X

∃
a,U,V

JX ≈ a\ HU ^ VLÌ

∀
Y,Z

∃
T

HU ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YD fl V ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLN

,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

HX ≈ a \ HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLL,

(Proposition (‚ LessaX)) ∀
a,X

HLessaX@a, XD Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

Ha É GreateraX@a, XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3)) We assume 

(1) U0
∗ ≈ Y0,

(2) IsSorted@Y0D,

(3) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl X0 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

Our goal (5) reduces into proving: 

(6) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

 Because the goal  (6) matches the assumption (1) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (6) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(7) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HY0 ^ V0
∗L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 Because the goal  (7) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved
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 In order to prove  (7) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(8) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HY0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witness and we transform our goal (8) 

into proving individualy: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 Case 1: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0

* \ HY0 ^ Z0L< and we try to prove: 

(9) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@a0∗ \HY0 ^ Z0LD .

We transform our goal (9) into proving: 

(15) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (15) becomes: 

(16) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Y0 fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (16) becomes: 

(17) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Y0 fl Y0 a Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (17) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(18) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Y0 fl U0∗ a Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (18) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(19) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Y0 fl U0∗ a V0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (19) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(20) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É U0
∗ fl U0∗ a V0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (20) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (20), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:
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(21) a0
∗ É LessaX@a0∗, X0D fl LessaX@a0∗, X0D a GreateraX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (20) (substitution 8a Ø a0
* , U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X1

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (20), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
*, U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X1

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(23) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HGreateraX@a0∗, X1

∗D ^ V0
∗L fl GreateraX@a0∗, X1

∗D a V0
∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0∗, X1
∗D ≈ Y0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

 Case 2: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HY0 ^ Z0L\ a0

*< and we try to prove: 

(10) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@HY0 ^ Z0L \ a0
∗D .

We transform our goal (10) into proving: 

(25) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ .

 By (2) our goal (25) becomes: 

(26) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ .

 By (4) our goal (26) becomes: 
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(27) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ .

We rewrite our goal (27) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(28) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl V0∗ Ç a0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (28) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(29) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ a Z0 fl V0∗ Ç a0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (29) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(30) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ a V0
∗ fl V0∗ Ç a0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (30) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (30), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(31) LessaX@a0∗, X0D a GreateraX@a0∗, X0D fl GreateraX@a0∗, X0D Ç a0
∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (30) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

* , X2
*D, a Ø a0

*<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (30), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

*, X2
*D, a Ø a0

*<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(33) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ LessaX@a0∗, X2

∗DL fl U0∗ a LessaX@a0∗, X2
∗D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 
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(3) LessaX@a0∗, X2
∗D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 3: failed

 Case 3: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0

* \ HZ0 ^ Y0L< and we try to prove: 

(11) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@a0∗ \ HZ0 ^ Y0LD .

We transform our goal (11) into proving: 

(35) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (4) our goal (35) becomes: 

(36) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Z0 fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (2) our goal (36) becomes: 

(37) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Z0 fl Z0 a Y0 .

We rewrite our goal (37) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(38) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Z0 fl V0∗ a Y0 . 

We rewrite our goal (38) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(39) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É Z0 fl V0∗ a U0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (39) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(40) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ É V0
∗ fl V0∗ a U0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (40) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (40), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(41) a0
∗ É GreateraX@a0∗, X0D fl GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D .
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The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (41) (substitution 8a Ø a0
* , X Ø X0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (41), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
*, X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(43) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (40) (substitution 8a Ø a0
* , V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X3

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (40), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
*, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X3

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(45) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ GreateraX@a0∗, X3

∗DL fl GreateraX@a0∗, X3
∗D a U0

∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X3
∗D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (45) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, X3

* Ø X0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (45), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, X3

* Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:
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(47) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 4: failed

 Case 4: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HZ0 ^ Y0L\ a0

*< and we try to prove: 

(12) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@HZ0 ^ Y0L \ a0
∗D .

We transform our goal (12) into proving: 

(49) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ .

 By (4) our goal (49) becomes: 

(50) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ .

 By (2) our goal (50) becomes: 

(51) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ .

We rewrite our goal (51) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(52) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (52) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(53) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ a Y0 fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (53) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(54) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ a U0
∗ fl U0∗ Ç a0

∗ . 
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Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (54) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (54), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(55) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D fl LessaX@a0∗, X0D Ç a0
∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (55) (substitution 8aØ a0
* , X Ø X0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (55), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
* , X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(57) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (54) (substitution 8U0
* Ø LessaX@a0

* , X4
*D, a Ø a0

*<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (54), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8U0
* Ø LessaX@a0

* , X4
*D, a Ø a0

*<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(59) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HLessaX@a0∗, X4

∗D ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ a LessaX@a0∗, X4

∗D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X4
∗D ≈ Y0,
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Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (59) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , X4

* Ø X0, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a0

* , X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (59), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , X4

* Ø X0, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a0

* , X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(61) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D a LessaX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 5: failed

 Case 5: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Z0 ^ a0

* \Y0< and we try to prove: 

(13) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Z0 ^ a0
∗ \ Y0D .

We transform our goal (13) into proving: 

(63) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (4) our goal (63) becomes: 

(64) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (2) our goal (64) becomes: 

(65) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Z0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Y0 .

We rewrite our goal (65) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(66) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Y0 . 
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We rewrite our goal (66) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(67) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É U0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(68) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É LessaX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

* , X5
*D, a Ø a0

*<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

*, X5
*D, a Ø a0

*<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(70) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ LessaX@a0∗, X5

∗DL fl a0∗ É U0
∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) LessaX@a0∗, X5
∗D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (70) (substitution 8a Ø a0
* , U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X6

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (70), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
*, U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X6

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:
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(72) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HGreateraX@a0∗, X6

∗D ^ LessaX@a0∗, X5
∗DL .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0∗, X6
∗D ≈ Y0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 8a Ø a0
* , U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X7

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
*, U0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
* , X7

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(74) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HGreateraX@a0∗, X7

∗D ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0

∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0∗, X7
∗D ≈ Y0,

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (74) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

* , X8
*D, a Ø a0

*<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (74), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0

*, X8
*D, a Ø a0

*<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(76) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HGreateraX@a0∗, X7

∗D ^ LessaX@a0∗, X8
∗DL .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) LessaX@a0∗, X8
∗D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!
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Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 6: proved

 Case 6: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Y0 ^ a0

* \Z0< and we try to prove: 

(14) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Y0 ^ a0
∗ \ Z0D .

We transform our goal (14) into proving: 

(78) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (78) becomes: 

(79) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (79) becomes: 

(80) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (80) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(81) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (81) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(82) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É V0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) matches the goal (82) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (82), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(83) LessaX@a0∗, X0D Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É GreateraX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,
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Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (83) (substitution 8aØ a0
* , X Ø X0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (83), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
* , X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(85) a0
∗ É GreateraX@a0∗, X0D .

Goal (85) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3))

∀
X

∃
a,U,V

JX ≈ a\ HU ^ VLÌ

∀
Y,Z

∃
T

HU ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YD fl V ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ X ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLN

,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

HX ≈ a \ HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLL,

(Proposition (‚ LessaX)) ∀
a,X

HLessaX@a, XD Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

Ha É GreateraX@a, XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3)) We assume 

(1) U0
∗ ≈ Y0,

(2) IsSorted@Y0D,

(3) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl X0 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

Our goal (5) reduces into proving: 

(6) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

 In order to prove  (6) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(7) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HY0 ^ V0
∗L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 In order to prove  (7) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(8) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl a0∗ \ HY0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 Case 6: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Y0 ^ a0

* \Z0< and we try to prove: 
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(14) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Y0 ^ a0
∗ \ Z0D .

We transform our goal (14) into proving: 

(78) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (78) becomes: 

(79) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (79) becomes: 

(80) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl Y0 Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (80) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(81) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (81) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(82) X0 ≈ a0
∗ \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É V0

∗ . 

In order to prove (82), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, aØ a0
* , U0

* Ø LessaX@a0
* , X0D, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0
*, X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(83) LessaX@a0∗, X0D Ç a0
∗ fl a0∗ É GreateraX@a0∗, X0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0∗, X0D ≈ Z0,

In order to prove (83), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0
* , X Ø X0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(85) a0
∗ É GreateraX@a0∗, X0D .

Goal (85) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-1))

∀
a,R

∃
U,V

JR ≈ HU ^ VLÌ ∀
Y,Z

∃
T

HU ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YD fl V ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ a \ R ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLN

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) ∀
a,X

HX ≈ HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLL,

(Proposition (‚ LessaX)) ∀
a,X

HLessaX@a, XD Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

Ha É GreateraX@a, XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-1)) We assume 

(1) U0
∗ ≈ Y0,

(2) IsSorted@Y0D,

(3) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ R0 ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

Our goal (5) reduces into proving: 

(6) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

 Because the goal  (6) matches the assumption (1) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (6) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(7) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HY0 ^ V0

∗L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 Because the goal  (7) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (7) using (3) it suffices to prove: 
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(8) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HY0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witness and we transform our goal (8) 

into proving individualy: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 Case 1: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0 \ HY0 ^ Z0L< and we try to prove: 

(9) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@a0 \ HY0 ^ Z0LD .

We transform our goal (9) into proving: 

(15) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (15) becomes: 

(16) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Y0 fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (16) becomes: 

(17) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Y0 fl Y0 a Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (17) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(18) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Y0 fl U0∗ a Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (18) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(19) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Y0 fl U0∗ a V0

∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (19) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(20) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É U0

∗ fl U0∗ a V0
∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (20) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a1

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a1

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (20), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a1

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a1

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(21) a0 É LessaX@a1∗, R0D fl LessaX@a1∗, R0D a GreateraX@a1∗, R0D .
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The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a1∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a1∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (20) (substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X0

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (20), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X0

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(23) R0 ≈ HGreateraX@a0, X0
∗D ^ V0

∗L fl GreateraX@a0, X0
∗D a V0

∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0, X0
∗D ≈ Y0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

 Case 2: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HY0 ^ Z0L\ a0< and we try to prove: 

(10) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@HY0 ^ Z0L \ a0D .

We transform our goal (10) into proving: 

(25) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 .

 By (2) our goal (25) becomes: 

(26) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 .

 By (4) our goal (26) becomes: 
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(27) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl Z0 Ç a0 .

We rewrite our goal (27) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(28) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 a Z0 fl V0∗ Ç a0 . 

We rewrite our goal (28) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(29) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ a Z0 fl V0∗ Ç a0 . 

We rewrite our goal (29) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(30) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ a V0

∗ fl V0∗ Ç a0 . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (30) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a2

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a2

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (30), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a2

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a2

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(31) LessaX@a2∗, R0D a GreateraX@a2∗, R0D fl GreateraX@a2∗, R0D Ç a0 .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a2∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a2∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (30) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X1

*D, a Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (30), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X1

*D, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(33) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ LessaX@a0, X1
∗DL fl U0∗ a LessaX@a0, X1

∗D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) LessaX@a0, X1
∗D ≈ Z0,
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Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 3: failed

 Case 3: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0 \ HZ0 ^ Y0L< and we try to prove: 

(11) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@a0 \ HZ0 ^ Y0LD .

We transform our goal (11) into proving: 

(35) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (4) our goal (35) becomes: 

(36) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Z0 fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (2) our goal (36) becomes: 

(37) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Z0 fl Z0 a Y0 .

We rewrite our goal (37) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(38) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Z0 fl V0∗ a Y0 . 

We rewrite our goal (38) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(39) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É Z0 fl V0∗ a U0

∗ . 

We rewrite our goal (39) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(40) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É V0

∗ fl V0∗ a U0
∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (40) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a3

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a3

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (40), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a3

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a3

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(41) a0 É GreateraX@a3∗, R0D fl GreateraX@a3∗, R0D a LessaX@a3∗, R0D .
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The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a3∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a3∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (41) (substitution 8a Ø a0, a3
* Ø a0, X Ø R0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (41), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, a3
* Ø a0, X Ø R0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(43) GreateraX@a0, R0D a LessaX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (40) (substitution 8a Ø a0, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X2

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (40), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X2

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(45) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ GreateraX@a0, X2
∗DL fl GreateraX@a0, X2

∗D a U0
∗ .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) GreateraX@a0, X2
∗D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (45) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a0, R0D, aØ a0, X2

* Ø R0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed
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In order to prove (45), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a0, R0D, aØ a0, X2

* Ø R0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(47) GreateraX@a0, R0D a LessaX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 4: failed

 Case 4: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HZ0 ^ Y0L\ a0< and we try to prove: 

(12) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@HZ0 ^ Y0L \ a0D .

We transform our goal (12) into proving: 

(49) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0 .

 By (4) our goal (49) becomes: 

(50) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0 .

 By (2) our goal (50) becomes: 

(51) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl Y0 Ç a0 .

We rewrite our goal (51) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(52) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Z0 a Y0 fl U0∗ Ç a0 . 

We rewrite our goal (52) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 
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(53) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ a Y0 fl U0∗ Ç a0 . 

We rewrite our goal (53) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(54) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ a U0

∗ fl U0∗ Ç a0 . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (54) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a4

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a4

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (54), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a4

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a4

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(55) GreateraX@a4∗, R0D a LessaX@a4∗, R0D fl LessaX@a4∗, R0D Ç a0 .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a4∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a4∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (55) (substitution 8aØ a0, X Ø R0, a4
* Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (55), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, X Ø R0, a4
* Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(57) GreateraX@a0, R0D a LessaX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (54) (substitution 8U0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X3

*D, a Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 
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Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (54), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8U0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X3

*D, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(59) R0 ≈ HLessaX@a0, X3
∗D ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ a LessaX@a0, X3
∗D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, X3
∗D ≈ Y0,

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (59) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, a Ø a0, X3
* Ø R0, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0, R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (59), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, a Ø a0, X3
* Ø R0, V0

* Ø GreateraX@a0, R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(61) GreateraX@a0, R0D a LessaX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 5: failed

 Case 5: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Z0 ^ a0 \Y0< and we try to prove: 

(13) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Z0 ^ a0 \ Y0D .

We transform our goal (13) into proving: 
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(63) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (4) our goal (63) becomes: 

(64) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Y0 fl IsSorted@Y0D .

 By (2) our goal (64) becomes: 

(65) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Y0 .

We rewrite our goal (65) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(66) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É Y0 . 

We rewrite our goal (66) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(67) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É U0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a5

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a5

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a5

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a5

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(68) GreateraX@a5∗, R0D Ç a0 fl a0 É LessaX@a5∗, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a5∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a5∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X4

*D, a Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X4

*D, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(70) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ LessaX@a0, X4
∗DL fl a0 É U0

∗ .
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The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) LessaX@a0, X4
∗D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (70) (substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X5

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (70), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X5

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(72) R0 ≈ HGreateraX@a0, X5
∗D ^ LessaX@a0, X4

∗DL .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0, X5
∗D ≈ Y0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) matches the goal (67) (substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X6

*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (67), by (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, U0
* Ø GreateraX@a0, X6

*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(74) R0 ≈ HGreateraX@a0, X6
∗D ^ V0

∗L fl V0∗ Ç a0 .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) GreateraX@a0, X6
∗D ≈ Y0,

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (74) (substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X7

*D, a Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed
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In order to prove (74), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8V0
* Ø LessaX@a0, X7

*D, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(76) R0 ≈ HGreateraX@a0, X6
∗D ^ LessaX@a0, X7

∗DL .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(3) LessaX@a0, X7
∗D ≈ Z0,

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 6: proved

 Case 6: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Y0 ^ a0 \Z0< and we try to prove: 

(14) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Y0 ^ a0 \ Z0D .

We transform our goal (14) into proving: 

(78) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (78) becomes: 

(79) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (79) becomes: 

(80) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (80) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(81) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (81) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(82) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ . 
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Since the formula (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) matches the goal (82) (substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a6

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a6

* , R0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (82), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a6

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a6

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(83) LessaX@a6∗, R0D Ç a0 fl a0 É GreateraX@a6∗, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a6∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a6∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

Since the formula (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) matches the goal (83) (substitution 8aØ a0, X Ø R0, a6
* Ø a0<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (83), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, X Ø R0, a6
* Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(85) a0 É GreateraX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal (85) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-1))

∀
a,R

∃
U,V

JR ≈ HU ^ VLÌ ∀
Y,Z

∃
T

HU ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YD fl V ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ a \ R ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLN

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) ∀
a,X

HX ≈ HLessaX@a, XD ^ GreateraX@a, XDLL,

(Proposition (‚ LessaX)) ∀
a,X

HLessaX@a, XD Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) ∀
a,X

Ha É GreateraX@a, XDL.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-1)) We assume 

(1) U0
∗ ≈ Y0,

(2) IsSorted@Y0D,

(3) V0
∗ ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ R0 ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

Our goal (5) reduces into proving: 

(6) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HU0∗ ^ V0

∗L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

 In order to prove  (6) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(7) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HY0 ^ V0

∗L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 In order to prove  (7) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(8) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 \ HY0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 Case 6: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Y0 ^ a0 \Z0< and we try to prove: 

(14) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Y0 ^ a0 \ Z0D .

We transform our goal (14) into proving: 
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(78) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl IsSorted@Y0D fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (78) becomes: 

(79) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (79) becomes: 

(80) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl Y0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (80) by using the assumption (1) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(81) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 . 

We rewrite our goal (81) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(82) R0 ≈ HU0∗ ^ V0
∗L fl U0∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ . 

In order to prove (82), by (Proposition (º LessaX GreateraX a)) using substitution 

8X Ø R0, U0
* Ø LessaX@a6

*, R0D, V0
* Ø GreateraX@a6

* , R0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(83) LessaX@a6∗, R0D Ç a0 fl a0 É GreateraX@a6∗, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a6∗, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a6∗, R0D ≈ Z0,

In order to prove (83), by (Proposition (‚ LessaX)) using substitution 8a Ø a0, X Ø R0, a6
* Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(85) a0 É GreateraX@a0, R0D .

The new assumption[s] is/[are]: 

(1) LessaX@a0, R0D ≈ Y0,

(3) GreateraX@a0, R0D ≈ Z0,

Goal (85) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ GreateraX)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Reduced Problem-3-1-6)) ∀
a,R

∃
U,V

HR ≈ HU ^ VL fl U Ç a fl a É VL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (‚.1)) ∀
a

HX\ Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ.3)) ∀
a

Ha É X\L,

(Definition (concatenation): 1) ∀
X

HX\ ^ X = XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 2) ∀
X

HX ^ X\ = XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 3) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ^ Y = a \ HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (Reflexivity)) ∀
X

HX ≈ XL,

(Proposition (‚.2)) ∀
a,b,U

Hb ≤ a fl U Ç a ⇒ b \ U Ç aL,

(Proposition (ƒ.2)) ∀
a,b,V

Ha ≤ b fl a É V ⇒ a É b \ VL.

We prove (Proposition (Reduced Problem-3-1-6)) by Induction on R. 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) X\ ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.1)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8U0
* Ø X\, a Ø a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (‚.1)) using substitution 8U0
* Ø X\, aØ a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) X\ ≈ HX\ ^ V0
∗L fl a0 É V0

∗ .

We rewrite the formula (6) using  (Definition (concatenation): 1) and we obtain a new goal: 

(8) X\ ≈ V0
∗ fl a0 É V0

∗ . 

Since the formula (Proposition (Reflexivity)) matches the goal (8) (substitution 8X Ø X\, V0
* Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (8), by (Proposition (Reflexivity)) using substitution 8X Ø X\, V0
* Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:
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(9) a0 É X\ .

Goal (9) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (ƒ.3)) so we are done.

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) R0 ≈ HU1 ^ V1L,

(3) U1 Ç a0,

(4) a0 É V1,

 and find witnesses such that: 

(5) b0 \ R0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ . 

 In order to prove  (5) using (2) it suffices to prove: 

(11) b0 \ HU1 ^ V1L ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl U0
∗ Ç a0 fl a0 É V0

∗ .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witnesses and we transform our goal 

(11) into proving individualy: 

 Case 1: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø b0 \U1< and 8V0

* Ø V1< and we try to prove: 

(12) b0 \ U1 Ç a0 fl a0 É V1 .

 By (4) our goal (12) becomes: 

(16) b0 \ U1 Ç a0 .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.2)) matches the goal (16) (substitution 8b Ø b0, U Ø U1, a Ø a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (16) by (Proposition (‚.2)) using substitution 8bØ b0, U Ø U1, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(17) b0 ≤ a0 fl U1 Ç a0 .

 By (3) our goal (17) becomes: 

(18) b0 ≤ a0 .

 When we reach a goal like (18) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 
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 Case 2: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø U1< and 8V0

* Ø b0 \V1< and we try to prove: 

(13) U1 Ç a0 fl a0 É b0 \ V1 .

The first conjunct of (13) is identical with our assumption (3) so our new goal is: 

(19) a0 É b0 \ V1 .

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ.2)) matches the goal (19) (substitution 8a Ø a0, b Ø b0, V Ø V1<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (19) by (Proposition (ƒ.2)) using substitution 8aØ a0, b Ø b0, V Ø V1<, it is sufficient to prove:

(20) a0 ≤ b0 fl a0 É V1 .

 By (4) our goal (20) becomes: 

(21) a0 ≤ b0 .

 When we reach a goal like (21) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

 Case 3: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø b0 \V1< and 8V0

* Ø U1< and we try to prove: 

(14) b0 \ V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É U1 .

Since the formula (Proposition (‚.2)) matches the goal (14) (substitution 8b Ø b0, U Ø V1, aØ a0<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (14) by (Proposition (‚.2)) using substitution 8bØ b0, U Ø V1, a Ø a0<, it is sufficient to prove:

(22) b0 ≤ a0 fl V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É U1 .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

 Case 4: We use the witnesses 8U0
* Ø V1< and 8V0

* Ø b0 \U1< and we try to prove: 

(15) V1 Ç a0 fl a0 É b0 \ U1 .

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-1)) ∀
R

∃
U,V

HR ≈ HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UDL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (º LeftaXSl RestaXr)) ∀
X

HX ≈ HLeftaXSl@XD ^ RestaXr@XDLL,

(Proposition (IsSorted LeftaXSl)) ∀
X

IsSorted@LeftaXSl@XDD.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-1)). We eliminate the quantifiers and we have to find witnesses such that: 

(1) X0 ≈ HU0
∗ ^ V0

∗L fl IsSorted@U0
∗D

Since the formula (Proposition (º LeftaXSl RestaXr)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LeftaXSl@X0D, V0

* Ø RestaXr@X0D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (º LeftaXSl RestaXr)) using substitution 

8X Ø X0, U0
* Ø LeftaXSl@X0D, V0

* Ø RestaXr@X0D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(2) IsSorted@LeftaXSl@X0DD .

Goal (2) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (IsSorted LeftaXSl)) so we are done.

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-2))

∀
a,R

∀
U,V

IR ≈ HU ^ VL fl IsSorted@UD ⇒ ∀
Z

∃
T

HV ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZD ⇒ a \ R ≈ T fl IsSorted@TDLM,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (ƒ RestaXr-a-V)) a0 É V0,

(Proposition (‚ LeftaXSl-a-U)) U0 Ç a0.

We prove (Proposition (Problem of Sorting-3-2-1-2)) We assume 

(1) R0 ≈ HU0 ^ V0L,

(2) IsSorted@U0D,

(3) V0 ≈ Z0,

(4) IsSorted@Z0D,

 and prove: 

(5) a0 \ R0 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D

 In order to prove  (5) using (1) it suffices to prove: 

(6) a0 \ HU0 ^ V0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

 In order to prove  (6) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(7) a0 \ HU0 ^ Z0L ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@T0∗D .

In this case we apply a special rule which generates all the possible solutions for our witness and we transform our goal (7) 

into proving individualy: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 Case 1: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0 \ HU0 ^ Z0L< and we try to prove: 

(8) IsSorted@a0 \ HU0 ^ Z0LD .

We transform our goal (8) into proving: 

(14) a0 É U0 fl IsSorted@U0D fl U0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (14) becomes: 
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(15) a0 É U0 fl U0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (15) becomes: 

(16) a0 É U0 fl U0 a Z0 .

We rewrite our goal (16) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(17) a0 É U0 fl U0 a V0 . 

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

 Case 2: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HU0 ^ Z0L\ a0< and we try to prove: 

(9) IsSorted@HU0 ^ Z0L \ a0D .

We transform our goal (9) into proving: 

(18) IsSorted@U0D fl U0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 .

 By (2) our goal (18) becomes: 

(19) U0 a Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 .

 By (4) our goal (19) becomes: 

(20) U0 a Z0 fl Z0 Ç a0 .

We rewrite our goal (20) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(21) U0 a Z0 fl V0 Ç a0 . 

We rewrite our goal (21) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(22) U0 a V0 fl V0 Ç a0 . 

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 3: failed

 Case 3: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø a0 \ HZ0 ^ U0L< and we try to prove: 

(10) IsSorted@a0 \ HZ0 ^ U0LD .
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We transform our goal (10) into proving: 

(23) a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a U0 fl IsSorted@U0D .

 By (4) our goal (23) becomes: 

(24) a0 É Z0 fl Z0 a U0 fl IsSorted@U0D .

 By (2) our goal (24) becomes: 

(25) a0 É Z0 fl Z0 a U0 .

We rewrite our goal (25) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(26) a0 É Z0 fl V0 a U0 . 

We rewrite our goal (26) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(27) a0 É V0 fl V0 a U0 . 

The first conjunct of (27) is identical with our assumption (Proposition (ƒ RestaXr-a-V)) so our new goal is: 

(28) V0 a U0 .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 4: failed

 Case 4: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø HZ0 ^ U0L\ a0< and we try to prove: 

(11) IsSorted@HZ0 ^ U0L \ a0D .

We transform our goal (11) into proving: 

(29) IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 a U0 fl IsSorted@U0D fl U0 Ç a0 .

 By (4) our goal (29) becomes: 

(30) Z0 a U0 fl IsSorted@U0D fl U0 Ç a0 .

 By (2) our goal (30) becomes: 

(31) Z0 a U0 fl U0 Ç a0 .

 By (Proposition (‚ LeftaXSl-a-U)) our goal (31) becomes: 

(32) Z0 a U0 .
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We rewrite our goal (32) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(33) V0 a U0 . 

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 5: failed

 Case 5: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø Z0 ^ a0 \U0< and we try to prove: 

(12) IsSorted@Z0 ^ a0 \ U0D .

We transform our goal (12) into proving: 

(34) IsSorted@Z0D fl Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É U0 fl IsSorted@U0D .

 By (4) our goal (34) becomes: 

(35) Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É U0 fl IsSorted@U0D .

 By (2) our goal (35) becomes: 

(36) Z0 Ç a0 fl a0 É U0 .

We rewrite our goal (36) by using the assumption (3) and it is sufficient to prove: 

(37) V0 Ç a0 fl a0 É U0 . 

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 6: proved

 Case 6: We use the witness 8T0
* Ø U0 ^ a0 \Z0< and we try to prove: 

(13) IsSorted@U0 ^ a0 \ Z0D .

We transform our goal (13) into proving: 

(38) IsSorted@U0D fl U0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (2) our goal (38) becomes: 

(39) U0 Ç a0 fl a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (Proposition (‚ LeftaXSl-a-U)) our goal (39) becomes: 
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(40) a0 É Z0 fl IsSorted@Z0D .

 By (4) our goal (40) becomes: 

(41) a0 É Z0 .

 Because the goal  (41) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (41) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(42) a0 É V0 .

Formula (42) is true because it is identical to (Proposition (ƒ RestaXr-a-V)).

á
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4 Conclusions and Further work

We present in this paper a general method (some known paradigms, new strate-
gies and new inference rules) for algorithm development from proofs, in particu-
lar for sorting algorithms. By applying this method we synthesize seven versions
of sorting algorithms and also some necessary auxiliary functions. As far as we
know the synthesis of the sorting Special Merge-Sort algorithm is new.

We experiment with the extracted algorithms from proofs by computing with
it (test it for more examples). In this way correctness of the synthesized algo-
rithms is guaranteed. The appropriate theory of lists is constructed in a bottom-
up way. All the propositions introduced during the synthesis process are proved
by the same new synthesizer that we implemented in the Theorema system.

We plan to apply (extend if needed) this method in order to synthesize other
sorting algorithms like: Bubble-Sort, Sinking-Sort, Radix-Sort. A very challen-
ging problem is to find a general method for synthesize also tail recursive func-
tions like LeftXS and RestX from section 3.5. Another interesting problem is
how to automatically generate the propositions which have to be proved (the
generated conjectures that correspond to the paradigms and the reduced pro-
blems).

The goal of this research is to find a general induction scheme which can be
applied to the problem specification, construct an automatic proof and from the
proof to extract many different algorithms, in particular many different sorting
algorithms and new sorting algorithms (if possible).
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